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about tis written 400 years before so he said I will just get my back

scraped so he wt forth through the Syrian line down to the northern

edge of the desert paved his way across the desert over into Babylo.ia

He came down there to Babylortia and he make a friendship with one of

the priests in the temple and he gave him acess to these thousands o

tablests there in the library such as Prof. has in the British museum.

He studied those tablets and he wDrked vigorously. he wwked not only

not in dolla:'s as in our generation, When he got the facts 4e-e-

-sey collected he said now I can He sat down and made upe

t is wonderful story of how God delt with people 400 years before in order

to infer When he finished it he made his way all along the edge of

the desert and then he smugled his way through the Syrian army again

and came back to the little group of Jews and gave them the book to
that Daniel simply wrote down

encourage them to fight . 1t surely Now I don't say

that every historical problem e&-e- in Daniel or ii can be answereed

a proof of at present. But a great many can and regs ding the others

we have a clue (4k-) fter all Professor Dick Wilson made the statearit

in 1930 that every historical difficulty of the-0. T. he got a

29 out of 30 had been solved by new evidence that came to us durin; the

pe4- those 30 years. came to lI:ht. This was the statement

helpful to all and this was proof . But now I want to take up the second

of the three phases I wanted to cover this afternoon. But 1 want to take

up the second which is different from the first and in a way mo:e striking

That is a second method of approach. These are notices from

archeolozy to show' that the scripture is actual that its historical state..

ants are true. Now I want to call your attention to a type of

w Ich will show more than that. Which shows weer not merely whether

they are true or can be dependabel but that
'

. That there was an

intelligence madein these statements which new facts, t-hat no human being

could possibly have known. nd to introduce that subject 1 would like
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